2020 WINTER FELLOWS

ASPEN TECH POLICY HUB
FELLOWS PROGRAM
Our program mixes the best of both
Washington and Silicon Valley,
bringing together stakeholders in
policy and technology to train the
next generation of policy
entrepreneurs.
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Betsy Cooper | Director
Betsy Cooper is founding Executive
Director of the Aspen Tech Policy
Hub. Previously, she was the
founding Executive Director of the
UC Berkeley Center for Long-Term
Cybersecurity and was a policy and
legal counselor at the Department
of Homeland Security. Betsy has a
D.Phil from the University of Oxford
and graduated from Yale Law
School. In her spare time she likes
to run experiments to see if her
digital devices are listening to her.

Elizabeth Allendorf
is an artificial
intelligence engineer
specializing in
natural language
processing (NLP).

Nidhi Hebbar
is an ed-technologist
passionate about
equitable and
learner-centered
redesign.

Mariah Lichtenstern
is the Founding
Partner of DiverseCity
Ventures and focused
on bridging economic
divides.

Matthew Schroeder
is currently a security
engineer at Salesforce
and previously served
as a security engineer
at other leading tech
@m_schroeder42 firms.

Matthew Volk
is a senior engineer at
Facebook focused on
addressing issues
such as hate speech
and disinformation.

@matthew_makoto

@jessunscripted

@madisonrjacobs

@anjaninna

@sievers_matt

@TaoOfAmy

Jessica Cole
builds civic
infrastructure
across sectors, with
a focus on
innovation.

Madison Jacobs
is a tech marketing
expert who loves
mentoring and
helping Black
founders.

Anjana Rajan
is a technology
entrepreneur with
expertise in applying
cryptography to
social justice issues.

Matt Sievers
recently finished 12
years of military
service where he
specialized in
cybersecurity and
network operations.

Amy J. Wilson
is the Managing
Director of MACH37,
the premier
accelerator for cyber
startups.

@misslivirose

Olivia Erickson
is an open source
engineer who
develops virtual and
augmented reality
software
applications.

@cdklocal

Cecilia Donnelly Krum
is a developer at the
Minnesota Senate who
previously worked as an
open source consultant
for clients such as the
American Red Cross.

@rororah

Alexander Romero
is a Digital Services
Expert at the Defense
Digital Service and is
the technical lead for
the Hack the Pentagon
Program.

@samaratrilling

Samara Trilling
is a software engineer
focused on machine
learning and has been
building nextgeneration city master
planning software.

@emdashry

Raylene Yung
is a former engineering
leader at Stripe who
led an expansion in
Asia-Pacific and is a
former Engineering
Director at Facebook.

To contact the fellows for media inquiries, please visit: aspentechpolicyhub.org
or contact us at aspentechpolicyhub@aspeninstitute.org

NEED AN EXPERT?
AI/Machine Learning
- Elizabeth Allendorf
- Samara Trilling
- Matthew Volk
- Matt Sievers

Digital Access
- Nidhi Hebbar
- Madison Jacobs
- Raylene Yung

Media and Technology
- Madison Jacobs
- Mariah Lichtenstern
- Olivia Erickson

Cybersecurity
- Alexander Romero
- Matthew Schroeder
- Matt Sievers
- Anjana Rajan

Educational Technology
- Nidhi Hebbar
- Jessica Cole

Open Source
- Olivia Erickson
- Cecilia Donnelly Krum
- Samara Trilling

Data Privacy
- Anjana Rajan
- Nidhi Hebbar
- Raylene Yung
- Matthew Schroeder

Election Security
- Alexander Romero
- Matthew Volk
- Matt Sievers
- Matthew Schroeder

Disinformation and
Democracy
- Cecilia Donnelly Krum
- Alexander Romero
- Matthew Volk
- Elizabeth Allendorf

Encryption
- Anjana Rajan
- Alexander Romero
- Matt Sievers

Smart Cities /
Civic Innovation
- Jessica Cole
- Samara Trilling
- Amy Wilson
- Mariah Lichtenstern
- Samara Trilling

Diversity in Tech
- Madison Jacobs
- Nidhi Hebbar
- Amy Wilson
- Mariah Lichtenstern

Future of Work
- Nidhi Hebbar
- Amy Wilson
- Madison Jacobs

Tech and Human Rights
- Nidhi Hebbar
- Matthew Volk
- Madison Jacobs
- Anjana Rajan
- Mariah Lichtenstern
- Amy Wilson

About the Aspen Tech Policy Hub:
The Aspen Tech Policy Hub is a Bay Area
policy incubator, training a new generation
of tech policy entrepreneurs. We take tech
experts, teach them the policy process, and
support them in creating outside-the-box
solutions to society’s problems.

To contact the fellows for media inquiries,
please visit aspentechpolicyhub.org or
contact us at:
aspentechpolicyhub@aspeninstitute.org
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